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Elegant design. The TabLines TTS table stand with or without rotation module presents the tablet in a very 
elegant way. The mounting can be placed on every desk or table and becomes an eye-catcher immediately. 
Clean lines, a gentle but present appearance and a high-quality powder coating make the tablet table stand 
TabLines to an enrichment for every workplace.

Ideal for business life. The TabLines table stand is ideal as a touch screen in restaurants, at hotel reception 
desks, in shops as an information terminal or as a cash register (retail), at outlets, at trade fairs / events or at 
work on the desk. Interact with your customers with confidence in the restaurant or hotel, use the tablet as a 
cashier solution, work with it during a group meeting in the office, present products or services in the showroom 
and more.

Ideal for private use. With the TabLines tablet table stand, the tablet becomes a design touchmonitor for 
modern multiroom systems, private and commercial media technology, smart home, home entertainment and 
the control of intelligent building technology. The tablet manufacturers offer a variety of practical and user-
friendly apps, such as an alternative to existing KNX switch programs.

The suitable variant for everyone. TabLines offers different model-specific tablet holders for all tablets. Apart 
from the table stand there are design tablet floor stands in portrait and landscape format available as well with 
power banks, rotatable desk mounts for more theft protection or tablet wall mounts.

TabLines TTS
Tablet table stand for all available tablets
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All available tablets

Table stand

Stainless steel with high-quality powder coating

Front side white, silk-matt RAL 9016

Back side black, fine structure RAL 9005

Landscape format

With or without rotation module in the base

Integrated in the base

Suotable for:

Application:

Material:

Frame finish:

Mounting:

Variants: 

Cable management:

Key features

TabLines TTS
Tablet table stand product informations


